THE NEW PERSOL CALLIGRAPHER EDITION
CELEBRATES THE ART IN THE MOST
SOPHISTICATED OF MANUAL SKILLS

There is a deep bond between the new Persol Calligrapher Edition and the art of modern calligraphy, because both prove
that tradition can give life to utterly original, contemporary creations. Thanks to ancient savoir-faire, modern personality
and character which shine through in both calligraphy and the design of the new collection.
The optical frames and sunglasses of the Persol Calligrapher edition combine a range of quality materials to create elegant
front sections with all the lightness of a calligrapher’s hand. The acetates, based on the sophisticated vintage shades in the
Persol archives, interact with bridges and sleek temples in metal, with incisions invoking the thousands of lines that go
into each magnificent work of calligraphy.
These are delicate, elegant glasses, designed for the modern gentleman in search of a unique pair. And given that desire for
something unique, Persol’s iconic Meflecto system, the legendary arrow on the temples and the sophisticated matching
case are bound to be a hit.

OPTICAL FRAMES
PO3167V
Persol Calligrapher Edition pantos optical frames.
The new frames combine metal and acetate to create a front section that is as
light as a calligrapher’s hand. The metal bridge and temples are decorated with
incisions inspired by the lines created by those ornate pens, while other detailing
such as tiny rivets and the brand’s iconic arrow and Meflecto system also feature.
Available in a range of combinations of acetates taken from the Persol archives
and innovative metallic shades: Havana-blue with bronze temples; Havana-red
with gunshot-grey temples; Havana with semi-shiny gold temples; black with
gunshot-grey temples; blond Havana with semi-shiny gold temples. The model
comes with an exclusive case, while the temples have the collection signature
etched onto the inside.

PO3168V
Persol Calligrapher Edition optical frames in acetate. The squared upper part of
the frames adds a more contemporary, sophisticated touch to the pantos design,
while the brand-new front section is as light as a calligrapher’s hand. The bridge
and temples in metal are decorated with incisions inspired by the lines created by
those ornate pens, with the Meflecto system applied to the temples in metal as
an added aesthetic element. Available in a range of sophisticated combinations of
acetates taken from the Persol archives and several metallic shades: Havana-grey
with semi-shiny black temples; Havana-blue with bronze temples; Havana with
semi-shiny gold temples; black with gunshot-grey temples; blond Havana with
semi-shiny gold temples. The temples have the collection signature etched onto
the inside, while the frames are presented in an exclusive case.

SUNGLASSES
PO3166S
These Calligrapher Edition pantos sunglasses in acetate and metal are inspired by the
fascinating art of calligraphy. They represent the newest incarnation of the Persol style,
which deftly merges classic elegance with modern style. The model features some
sophisticated detailing, such as incisions on the temples inspired by the lines created
by those ornate pens, while tiny rivets and the stylised Persol arrow ensure a balanced
effect. Available in several sophisticated colour options combining acetates taken
from the Persol archives with metallic shades and polarised lenses: Havana-red with
gunshot-grey temples and grey gradient lenses; Havana with gold temples and polarised
brown lenses; black with gunshot-grey temples and polarised green lenses; blond
Havana with gold temples and light blue lenses. The temples have the collection
signature etched onto the inside, while the frames are presented in an exclusive case.

PO3165S
These sleek squared Calligrapher Edition sunglasses in acetate with a metal bridge and
temples are expressly designed for those who love contemporary elegance but are
unwilling to compromise on unique details. Inspiration is drawn from the ancient
art of calligraphy – all deft pen strokes and beautiful ink lines – and can be seen
reflected in the incisions on the temples, which appear drawn by the calligrapher’s
hand. The sense of uniqueness is further underlined by the sophisticated combination
of acetates taken from the Persol archives, metallic shades and ultra-thin crystal
lenses. Available in the following combinations: Havana-grey with semi-shiny black
temples and grey gradient lenses; Havana-blue with bronze temples and clear brown
gradient lenses; Havana with gold temples and brown polarised lenses; black with
gunshot-grey temples and green polarised lenses; blond Havana with gold temples
and light blue lenses. The temples have the collection signature etched onto the
inside, while the frames are presented in an exclusive case.

For further details on Persol:
Persol.com
Facebook.com/Persol
Twitter.com/PersolEyewear
Luxottica Group S.p.A.
Luxottica is a leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of fashion, luxury and sports eyewear. Its portfolio includes proprietary brands such as Ray-Ban, Oakley,
Vogue Eyewear, Persol, Oliver Peoples and Alain Mikli, as well as licensed brands including Giorgio Armani, Burberry, Bulgari, Chanel, Coach, Dolce&Gabbana,
Michael Kors, Prada, Ralph Lauren, Tiffany & Co. and Versace. The Group’s global wholesale distribution network covers more than 150 countries and is complemented
by an extensive retail network of over 7,200 stores, with LensCrafters and Pearle Vision in North America, OPSM and LensCrafters in Asia-Pacific, GMO in Latin
America and Sunglass Hut worldwide. In 2015, Luxottica posted net sales of approximately Euro 9 billion and approximately 79,000 employees. Additional information
on the Group is available at www.luxottica.com.
Safe Harbor Statement
Certain statements in this press release may constitute “forward looking statements” as defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such statements
involve risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those which are anticipated. Such risks and uncertainties include,
but are not limited to, the ability to manage the effects of the current uncertain international economic outlook, the ability to successfully acquire and integrate new
businesses, the ability to predict future economic conditions and changes to consumer preferences, the ability to successfully introduce and market new products, the
ability to maintain an efficient distribution system, the ability to achieve and manage growth, the ability to negotiate and maintain favourable license agreements, the
availability of correction alternatives to prescription eyeglasses, fluctuations in exchange rates, changes in local conditions, the ability to protect intellectual property, the
ability to maintain relations with those hosting our stores, computer system problems, inventory-related risks, credit and insurance risks, changes to tax regimes as well
as other political, economic and technological factors and other risks and uncertainties referred to in Luxottica Group’s filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission. These forward looking statements are made as of the date hereof and Luxottica Group does not assume any obligation to update them.

